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In-line automation

Complete processing
lines for sidelights

Throughout the glass industry, speed, repeatability and end-
product quality are now the norm. The needs of the high-

technology and high-volume automotive glazing sector have
spurred companies like Italy’s AISA to develop advanced
printing and loading machinery suitable for inclusion in

fully-integrated, highly
automated lines.
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AISA

omprehensive lines
The Italian company AISA

manufactures com-plete lines
for automotive glass from the exit of the
grinding machine to the entrance of the
tempering or bending furnace. These lines
can include the robotic loading of glass from
racks, the integration of the washing machine
and the robotic loading of the furnace.

Today, very fast tempering furnaces are
available on the market for automotive
sidelights. They can accept right and left
sidelights in batches, or right and left lights in
pairs in the case of a two-channel furnace. In
both cases, the speed is so high that a sidelight
can be tempered and bent in a time of 2.5 to 3.5
seconds. So the processing machines upstream

in the line (washer, printer, UV or IR dryer,
rotation stations, accumulators, centring
stations, etc.) must also run at very high speed.

Moreover, automotive company designers
are developing very complex and asymmetrical
shapes for sidelights. These parts are quite
difficult to process and require even more care
if handled and transported at high speed. All
centring systems must be flexible to accept
such strange shapes and at the same time need
to be simple in terms of operator set-up.
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Fig. 2
Shapes of
glasses to be
processed

Fig. 3
The end of

the line,
including

vertical
accumulators

Process continuity
Another requirement of the most

demanding customers is to work in-line
without any storage between the
different phases of the process. This
avoids any contamination and defects
due to the handling of glass parts, either
automatically or manually. On the other
hand, the complete integration of the
processing stages requires very accurate
and reliable machines, which can guarantee
constant quality of the product without the need for
operator intervention for fine adjustments during
production.

Visual control (100 per cent or statistical) by a
human being is still useful at some stations of the
line (for instance, at the exit of the washing
machine or after printing), but fixed parameters
given to the operator must enable the line to run
with repeatability (after any changeover) and
steady quality during long runs.

In a complete line with many process machines,
the flow can be varied every time a machine is
stopped for whatever reason. Therefore it is
compulsory to put a buffer between the process
machines, to accumulate or release parts, in order to
compensate the flow variation. On the other hand,
the standard vertical accumulators on the market
have a LIFO logic (‘last in first out’) and it can
happen that the first parts stored in the unit remain
inside a long time, thus affecting the drying of the
ink on the glass surface. Solutions must be
adopted to prevent this problem or at least to limit
its effects.

Automation
Labour saving is another important factor in

choosing equipment, mainly in industrialized
countries. The following solutions are often
required and implemented (alone or together):
• robotic loading of the washing machine or even

integration with the cutting-grinding machine if
more economical;

• robotic feeding of the tempering furnace;
• reduction of the changeover time of the

complete line (including robotic tools and
software).

Unfortunately, the changeover
time of the tempering-bending
furnace is not short (20-30 minutes).
During this time, the customers need
to use as few operators as possible
for equipment set-up.

Finally, the complete line must be
very reliable, with high efficiency
(except for the downtime due to silk-
screen changeover, of course).

Advanced solutions
AISA has studied all of the above aspects and

has so far sold three complete lines to major
international glass processing companies. The
delivery of these lines was scheduled to be
completed at the end of July 1998.

All three lines benefit from the long AISA
experience in glass handling and screen-
printing. Figures 1 and 3 show a line for feeding
right and left sidelights together into a tempering
furnace. The maximum glass size is 1,250 mm x
650 mm, but the screen printer is designed to
handle a maximum size of 1,250 mm x 800 mm.
The minimum size is inscribed in a rectangle of
400 mm x 170 mm.

Today, the line is not integrated with the cutting-
grinding line, but it could be in the future. Two
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Fig. 4
The GHS
33-SF screen
printing
machine with
screen
aligning table

lines bring the right and the left sidelights
independently into two separate printing machines.
Each line includes:
• manual loading;
• a place for possible robotic loading of the line;
• counter-rotating brushes with suction to clean

the powder used as a separator of the glass sheets
on the racks;

• integration of washing machine with automatic
speed interface;

• vertical 12-part accumulator to compensate the
glass flow in the case of screen cleaning in the
printer;

• automatic AISA GHS 33-SF screen printer;
• visual inspection station;
• a place for possible UV dryer retrofit in the

future;
• vertical 75-part accumulator (telescopic, not

requiring a pit in the floor);
• rotation station.

The glasses should be stacked onto the racks in
two, three or four rows with different orientation
for each part number, and the robot should be able
to load three or four sheets at a time.

The printing stage
The printing machine is the latest development

from AISA regarding fast screen printing. The
machine is able to print from 4.6 to 6.5 seconds
(depending on glass size) up to a maximum time of
8 seconds using the printing to the edge system.

The glass registration system (launched by
AISA at the end of 1995) is capable of centring
any shape of sidelight without using a template.
This allows the customer to save considerable
costs in template manufacturing, maintenance, set-
up time and storage area. The registration does not
use NC axes either, avoiding the need for experts
in numerical controls.

As in all AISA systems, this registration is
autocentring: it makes it possible to minimize the
glass cutting tolerances which affect screen
printing precision and eliminate any slack
generated by wear.

The position of the glass in relation to the screen
can be adjusted via three X-Y-Theta manual knobs
with digital read-out. The set-up of the system can
be memorized on a table for each part number and
set by using knobs. In this way, the operator’s action
is limited to setting known and tested parameters,
while guesswork by the operator during set-up is
eliminated. This is a basic concept of AISA
machines, and it is involved in the set-up of any
process parameter, like the squeegee height, the
squeegee speed, the off-contact, the peel-off, etc.

This is a result of the detailed analysis of the
screen printing process performed by AISA, and
the identification of the basic parameters. After
careful study of all change-over procedures, the
printer was then designed to keep the time of these
procedures as short as possible.

Screen alignment
While the glass position is adjustable, the screen

is fixed onto the printing station by means of a
master frame. Since four years ago, AISA has been
developing the ‘off-line screen alignment process”,
which is now extensively used by the company’s
customers. The system is based on the adoption of
the screen holder (master frame) on which the
screen frame is mounted. AISA printing machines
have three reference points that the master frame
aligns with, and the same references are on an off-
line screen alignment table. When the master frame
is positioned on the alignment table using the three
references, the operator has only to align the screen
with two fiducial points and lock the screen in
position on the master frame. Then the latter can be
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re-inserted with the screen on the printer, and the
machine is ready to produce. The screen alignment
procedure is, therefore, more simple and practical
and is no longer time consuming, because it can be
done off-line, while the printer continues
producing.

Today, new improvements have been introduced
in order to allow just one operator to handle the
master frame. The table with the screen of the new
part number can be brought in front or to the back
of the machine: the screen of the previous part
number is automatically extracted from the
machine, and then the new one is driven inside the
machine. In this way, the screen changeover is very
short too.

AISA has also developed automatic screen
alignment using cameras, but a low-cost and simple
system is still preferred by many customers.

Furnace loading
At the end of the two printing lines described

above, the right and left glasses are paired and
flow together towards the tempering furnace,
keeping a fixed distance between their centrelines.
Additional space is available for the later
retrofitting of a small printing machine for silver
printing. Before loading into the furnace, two or
three accumulators prevent the LIFO operation
from having a negative impact on the product
quality: the feeding of the furnace is performed by
an accumulator and not by the printing machines.
Each unit can store as many as 90 pairs without
the need for a pit in the floor.

The printing machines run faster than the
furnace, so some surplus printed pairs can be
accumulated while the normal through-put is
loaded into the furnace at the slower cycle rate.
When the printers need to be stopped for screen
cleaning, the surplus of pairs is very useful in
order to prevent any flow variation in the furnace.

At the end of the line, the aim is to load four
sidelights (two pairs) into the tempering furnace
with a total time of 14 seconds and high precision
and repeatability. Two off-shelf robots equipped
with a special tool can be used for the pick-up and
the deposit, but the pairs must be centred again
before robot pick-up. The AISA registration
system offers the same advantages as for the

printing machine: autocentring operation, high
accuracy and repeatability, speed, quick and easy
set-up. The orientation of the deposit of each
sidelight onto the furnace conveyor can be
different and this must be remote-controlled in the
furnace control cabin to correct the drift of the
tempering system. Thus, the robots must be
interfaced with the furnace and with the overall
control of the line.

Computerized control
An electronic network links the PLCs

controlling the line. Then, each PLC is linked to a
PC for supervision of the line. An off-shelf package
has been used by AISA to develop the supervision
software. This gives a dynamic graphical
representation of the machines and allows for the
use of a mouse to push on-screen buttons. All
machine functions are modifiable via the operator
interface. The personal computer is able to store
recipes for all glass models with the process
parameters. Diagnostic software is included and it
can indicate the reason why the machine does not
move as commanded if incorrect operation is
attempted. The PC screen displays the general
overview and status, alarm screens with history,
maintenance/diagnostic screens, production data
with histograms and the operator screen for set-up.
It is possible to zoom to each section of the line or
to each conveyor of the line.

The whole model recipe can be displayed and
modified, as can all general parameters of the line
(glass flow, rotation, accumulators, etc.). The
parameters can also be loaded from the memory of
the PCs, which can be used for robot control via
communication protocols.

Fig. 5
Glass

positioning
repeatability

(comparator A)
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Machine safety
The line has been designed and built in

compliance with EU norms, including  safety
standards. A significant example is the design of
the screen printing machine (patent pending),
which has eliminated the printing head lifting
movement.

The master frame system allows the screen to
be cleaned or inspected. Every time the machine
needs service on the screen, the operator extracts
the screen fastened to the master frame with a
sideways movement on telescopic guides at a
height of about one metre from floor level. After
cleaning, the screen fastened to the master frame
can be reinserted in the same reference position
with high repeatability.

Printers with a screen bigger than in this machine
have been tested regarding the precision of the
master frame system. Some glasses were printed,
dried, then fed again into the line after extraction
and reinsertion of the master frame with screen in a
simulation of the screen cleaning procedure.

The result was an average displacement between
the two prints of +/-0.1 mm.

Factory testing
In fact, before leaving AISA, all screen printing

machines and centring stations are SPC (statistical
process control) checked. Special care is dedicated
to the glass registration system, for which we apply
the theoretical limit of +/-0.15 mm in the case of
backlights and windscreens registration, and +/-0.2
mm for asymmetrical glass shapes.

The latest system of the described line has
been extensively tested in the AISA plant too.
The test was performed by measuring the final
glass position on the printing table as one glass
part was registered, transferred to the printing
table and then deposited on it; these movements
were repeated 100 times for the same part. The
variation of the glass position was measured
along two axes, longitudinal and transversal in
the direction the glass is moved (see Fig. 1 for
method of measurement).

Statistical analysis of the test gave the
following results:

where the extent of the specification was
fixed to +/-0.2 mm.

Conclusion
The speed and the precision of AISA’s

printers have been achieved thanks to the
technologies acquired by AISA in several years
of construction of robotic equipment. Their
reliability is also very high and complete
production lines built by AISA have an
engineering downtime of less than one per cent
after five years.

* General Manager
AISA Spa - Italy
** Sales and Marketing Manager
AISA Spa - Italy
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